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TWO COMPETING PROCESSES IN PETROGENESIS OF BASALTIC MAGMA CONDUITSTWO COMPETING PROCESSES IN PETROGENESIS OF BASALTIC MAGMA CONDUITS
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Small dolerite dykes showing anomalous internal zonation with decoupling between compatible (MgO) and incompatible components (P O , TiO ,

Zr). (A) A case with both compatible and compatible components decreasing inwards; (B) A similar case complicated by crossover points in

compositional profiles of MgO. (C)Acase with contrasting shapes of compositional profiles of three incompatible components.
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Conclusions
The key to our concept is that anomalous compositional trends

of small dolerite dykes result from the combined operation of

two petrogenetic processes : (1) successive emplacement of

magmas that become more evolved with time and (2)

cumulate growth against dyke sidewalls.

.

in situ

The processes have

opposite effects on rock geochemistry, with the first making

dykes more evolved and the second more primitive inwards

Geochemical modelling

of the distribution of

compatible and

incompatible

components across a

hypothetical dolerite

dyke involving the

competition between two

petrogenetic processes.

Cases are shown with the

distribution of

compatible MgO (A) and

incompatible (B).P O

Note that with the

progressive decrease in

the compositional range

of inflowing magmas, the

profile of compatible
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7 cm

Cross-section through typical

sheet-like planar conduits.

(A) The filling of the shallow

parts of conduits (small

dolerite dykes) by residual

liquids that become more

evolved with time (B) is likely

to be a result of the increasing

extent of the inward

fractionation of parental

magma in deep parts of a

magma conduit (C).

Diagrammatic representation of a concept involving two

competing processes that operate in the shallow parts of

magma conduits (small dolerite dykes). One process

involves the successive emplacement of magmas that

become more evolved with time in response to the

increasing amount of magma fractionation in deep parts

of a magma conduit. This process results in normal

compositional trends that are best developed in glassy

dykes mostly consisting of quenched residual liquids. The

other process is cumulate growth against dyke

sidewalls that results in the increasing proportion of

cumulus phases from the margin inwards. This process

gives rise to reverse compositional trends that are best

developed in crystalline dykes mostly consisting of

grown gabbroic cumulates.

in situ

in situ

MgO gradually changes from decreasing inwards, through decreasing-to-

increasing inwards with crossover points, to increasing inwards. In contrast, the

profile of incompatible gradually changes from increasing inwards, through

increasing-to-decreasing inwards with crossover points, to decreasing inwards.
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